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Authors Robinson and Cramer evidently measure the value of advanced education by 
the size of its contribution to the IIreal needs of the Naval Service. 1I The utili-
tarian bias permeating their article strikes a discord when accompanied by a quote 
from a writer who would seek knowledge for the sake of knowing and who would be 
startled to hear talk of any education which did not have mankind as its proper 
focus. 
It is pretentious to suppose that officer students at NPS are among the men who 
insist on knowledge as Ezra Pound viewed it. Such men would go elsewhere to study 
literature, art, and philosophy or would at least choose an environment which made 
it possible for students to be as much concerned with subject matter as with the 
results of exams and to be more in the habit of asking why than how. 
In a more practical sense education is the systematic instruction which prepares 
us for the work of life. Education at NPS is practical and is directed at teach-
ing methods to solve problems. From the first introduction to algorithms to the 
week before the graduation ceremony, itls an endless cycle through the sequence: 
concepts, notation, equations, given this, find that. In order to clarify the 
proposal for the management/technical mix letls forget about IIreal educationll; 
thatls not what NPS is all about. 
Even if education is restricted to that which can be applied, I doubt that this 
campus is teeming with officers who came here in search of education. To test this 
claim I propose a BUSINESS BAROMETER survey to explore the range of motives of 
officers who apply for postgraduate training. The following format might be 
adapted for such a survey: 
My primary reason for applying for the postgraduate program was: 
(Check one, or use the fill-in) 
__ Desire for the prestige that accompanies a degree. 
__ The distinction of being selected for the program. 
__ Desire for one or two years of shore duty in an excellent area. 
To enhance my Navy career by bettering my chances for promotion and for 
--challenging assignments. 
__ To assist me in changing designation. 
__ To increase my worth on the job market at the end of my active service. 
__ To make myself a better qualified Navy officer. 
__ To increase my know1 edge. 
__ Did not apply and did not desire assignment. 
Other: 
I would be surprised to find that more than a token number of officers came here 
to increase their knowledge. Let's face it, we are all reasonably ambitious and 
OVER 
have more than a few years at stake. We are also aware of the gulf between the 
gentlemanly qualities demanded by John Paul Jones and the qualifications that a 
modern commanding officer values in his subordinates. We shine by running a smooth 
organization and getting the job done not by the refinement we display by our 
fluency in Spanish and French. 
If, as Pound says, the rest is merely sheep-herding, that leaves us wearing the 
wool. Like most statements that place all men at two poles, Pound's pronounce-
ment is meant to elicit a response, to inspire, rather than to truly define educa-
tion. Naturally, authors Robinson and Cramer intended the quote to have a pro-
vocative effect, and it did. We can't pretend to be devoted to the pursuit of 
knowledge, but as they put it: our charge as officers is to plan and direct the 
allocation of assigned resources, and execute the functions of military operations 
in pursuit of unit, service, and national goals. That's a fair charge and a big 
challenge. 
If the mission of NPS is to provide systematic instruction to prepare us to ful-
fill this charge, then the school must be marked far right of center in the per-
formance category. But perhaps we're missing the big picture, perhaps the school 
exists for the sake of prestige, the only military institution of its kind in the 
free world; for its value as a career inducement; for its role as mother of a cadre 
of jargoneers who can interpret for command when a command must communicate with 
the other members of our thing, the industrial part and the whiz kids. I, for one, 
certainly have no illusions that in my next assignment I'll be using my slide rule 
for anything more demanding than the averaging of performance marks or calculating 
percentages for the annual budget submission. 
Obviously, the Navy has a need for a great number of officers with significant 
training in both management and technical fields. A Navy officer who wants to be 
professional needs enough technical training to regard the electronic and mechanical 
domain as familiar territory rather than a mystery land, a province of technicians 
and technical representatives of industry. One cannot lead men while brandishing 
ignorance of their art. 
On the other hand, effective management has too long been considered a natural 
gift rather than an acquired skill. We speak of the art of leadership without 
reflecting upon how we acquire this art, primarily by emulation of others and by 
avoidance of blatantly poor practices. Management can be learned systematically, 
and the professional who wants to be effective needs all the help he can get in 
developing his ability to organize and lead. 
I applaud the Robinson and Cramer initiative. I didn't come here to become an 
engineer or scientist and I regret that my own sponsor has no quotas in the hybrid 
curricula. 
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